
-Corrections

This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER
contains editorial corrections of previously
published Presidential, Rule, Proposed
Rule, and Notie,e documents and volumes
of the Code of Federal Regulations.
These corrections are prepared by the
Office of the Federal Register. Agency
prepared corrections are issued as signed
documents and appear in the appropriate
document categories elsewhere in the
issue.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION

[Notice 88-81l

Agency Report Forms Under OMB
Review

Correction

In notice document 86-21365
appearing on page 36515 in the issue of
Tuesday, September 20, 1988, make the
following correction:

In the first column, in the heading, the
docket number was inaccurate and
should appear as set forth above.
BIWNG CODE. 1505-01·0

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Coast Guard

33 CFR Part 166

[CGO 88-034]

RIN 2115·AC81

Port Access Roules, Approach to
Mobile, AL

Correction

In rule document 88-21348 beginning
on page 36453 in the issue of Tuesday,
Septemher 20, 1988, make the following
corrections:

1. On page 36453, in the second
column, under FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT, the sixth line
should read "Monday through Friday,
except holidays.".

2. On page 36454. in the first column,
in the fourth complete paragraph, in the
15th and 17th lines, "buoy" was
misspelled.

3. On the same page, in the third
column, in the seventh paragraph, in the
first line, "consideration" was
misspelled.

§ 166.200 [Corrected)

4. On the same page, in the same
column, in § 166.200[d)(39j(i), in the first
table, under latitude, the first line should
read "30'38'46" N".

5. On page 36455, in the Hrst column,
in § 166.200[dj(39)(i), in the second table,
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Federal Register

Vol. 53. No. 167

Tuesday, September 27, 1968

under longitude, the fifth line should
reau "88'03'24" W".
BILLING CODE 1505-01·0

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 25

[Docket No. 24594; Amendment Nos. 25-56
and 121-198]
RIN,2120-AB23

Improved Flammability Standards for
Materials Used in the Interiors of
Transport Category Airplane Cabins

Correction

In rule document 88-19283 beginning
on page 32564 in the issue of Thursdny,
August 25, 1988, make the following
corrections:

PART 25-[AMENDEDI

1, On page 32573, in the third column,
in Appendix F, in the second paragraph,
in the sixth line, "threated" should read
"threaded".

2, On the same page, in the same
column, in Appendix F, in the fifth
paragraph, in the 10th line, "interest"
should read "intersect".
NOTE: For a Department of
Transportation correction to this
document see the Rules section of this
issue,
BILLING CODE 150So01-0
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experiments, investigated the /.2/-/'11
effectiveness of airborne low-altitude ~~~

windshear systems designed to warn J2 J 
pilots of the existence of windshears l'l'fA
and to assist them in transiting or
avoiding such shears.

• In November 1983, the FAA issued
AC No. 120-41, Criteria For Operational
Approval of Airhorne Windshear
Alerting and Flight Guidance Systems.
to provide industry with an acceptable
means of obtaining operational approval
for the use of various airborne
windshear systems on air carrier
aircraft.

• In 1983, in response to Public Law
97-369. the FAA contracted with the
National Academy of Sciences [NAS) to
study "the state of knowledge,
alternative approaches and the
consequences of windshear alert and

" severe weather conditions relating to
takeoff and landing clearances for
commercial and general aviation
aircraft." The NAS Report, "Low
Altitude Windshear and Its Hazard to
Aviation," was published in late 1983.

• In 1986, the FAA contracted with a
consortium of aviation specialists from
The Boeing Company, United Airlines,
McDonnell Douglas, Lockheed-
California, Aviation Weather
Associates, and Helliwell, Inc., to
produce the Windshear Training Aid
document and windshear training
videos. The Windshear Training Aid,
published and distributed to industry by
the FAA, provides guidance on
developing night crew windshear
training curricula.

In accordance with FAA research
findings and the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
recommendations that were based on
acc:ident investigations, the FAA
proposed in NPRM 79-11A windshear
training and airborne equipment
require'hnmts as part of a "systems
concept" to solve the problem of low
altitude windshear. The concept
includes an improved low-altitude
windshear weather forecasting
technique, ground-based windshear
detection equipment. airborne
windshear warning and flight guidance.
and improved flight crew training.

The FAA has decided after thorough
consideration of the comments received
on the NPRM to proceed with the
proposed windshear training and .
airborne equipment requirements With
minor modifications. A detailed. b
discussion of the major issues raised Y
commenters and the FAA response to
the comments follows.

that would provide the pilot with
windshear information in "real time."

The ANPRM and NPRM were actions
in the FAA's continuing efforts tt)

.combat the windshear problem. A full
discussion of studies, Advisory
Circulars, accident/incident data. and
NTSB recommendations on windshear
appeared in the preamble to NPRM 79
11A. The following information briefly
summarizes FAA efforts since 1975.

• In 1975, the National Aeronautics
and Space,Administartion (NASA). in
cooperation with the FAA. instituted the
Aviation Safety Reporting System
(ASRS) whereby safety-related
incidents involving aircraft operation
are submitted voluntarily and treated
anonymously to identify safety
problems. Windshear is among the
problems identified by reports submitted
under this system.

• In 1977, the FAA conducted a study
of NTSB reports on aircraft accidents
and incidents related to low-altitude
windshear that had occurred from 1964
through 1975.

• In May 1977, the FAA amended Part
121 of the Federal Aviation Regulations
(FAR) to require air carriers to adopt an
approved system for obtaining forecasts
and reports of adverse weather
conditions, including low-altitude
windshear. that could affect the safety
of flights on the routes to he flown and
at airports to be used.

• The FAA issued Advisory Circular
lAC) No. OO-SOA. Low Level Wind
Shea"r, to provide guidance in
recognizing meteorological conditions "
that produce windshear phenomena and
to recommend certain pilot techniques
to minimize the effects of windsbear
when encollIltered during takeoff or '
landing.

• The FAA established a research
and development program to examine
the hazards assa<iated with low-altitude
windsbear, develop solutions to the
wind.hear problem, and integrate those
solutiQoI into the National Airspace
System.

• At 90 major airports within the
United States, the FAA installed a
ground-based Low-Level Windshear
Alert System (LLWAS) capable of
detecting the presence of hazardous
windshear in the vicinity of the airport
at the surface. The FAA intends to
install an addilional20 LLWAS's at .
airports across the nation. In addition•.
the FAA is working on enhancements to
the LLWAS and is cooperating with th.
National Center for Atmospheric
Research on an operational evaluation
of a Doppler radar windshear
forecasting and alerting system.

• Before issuing ANPRM 79-11. the
FAA. thruugh a series cf ,imulatOr
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Parts 121 and 135

[Docket NO. 19110; Arndl NOo.I21-199.
135-271

Airborne Low-Altitude Wlndshear
Equipment and Training Requirements

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARV: The FAA amends Part 121 to
require airborne Jow-altitude windshear
warning and flight guidance equipment
in airplanes and Parts 121 and 135 to
require windshear training for flight
crewmembers. The National
Transportation Safety Board
investigations show that low·altitude
windshear has been a prime cause of air
carrier accidents. This rule is expected
to reduce windshear related accidents
by training pilots in avoidance and
escape techniques and by providing a'
low-altitude winrlshear warning system
with flight guidance equipment in
certain airplanes to increase the margin
of safety if windshear is inadvertently
encountered.
DATES: Effective Dote: january 2. 1989.
Compliance Dates: 1. Training
requirements in §§ 121.409, 121.419.
121.424. and 121.427; H 135.345 and
135.351. january 2. 1001.

2. Equipment requirements in
§ 121.358(a); january 2, 1991. wUesa
certificate holder obtains an extension
in accordance with § 121.358(b).
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Gary E. Davis, Project Development
Branch (AF5-240). Air Transportation
Division, Office of Flight Standards,
Federal Aviation Administration, 800
Independence Avenue SW..
Washington, DC 20591; Telephone (202) .
267_.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMAnON:

Background

On june 1, 1987 (52 FR 20560), the FAA
published Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NPRM) 79-11A proposing
airborne low~altitudewindshear
equipment and training requirements.
The NPRM was preceded by Advance

. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(ANPRM) 79-11 (44 FR 25867, May 3.
1979). The ANPRM invited public
participation in addressing low-altidude
windshear in the following ways: (1) By
placing windshear detection equipment
on the ground and transmitting
information to the pilot; and (2J by
installing equipment aboard the aircraft·
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Discussion of Comments

Twenty-seven comments were
received on the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking. The comments were
submitted by aIr carriers. airline and
pilot associations, manufacturers,
individuals, and lhe NTSB. Most
comments commended the FAA for
taking action to reduce the hazards of
windshear encounters. However,
several commenters opposed certain
proposed requirements. Specific issues
that were addressea in the comments
were those on applicability; airborne
warning devices; flight guidance
systems; training; the compliance date;
and Advisory Circulars. Several
comments also addressed the cost!
benefit aspects of the proposed rule. A
few comments recomme~ed entirely
different approaches to the windshear
problem than the one the FAA proposed.
Several comments were information on
airborne low·altitude windshear
warning and flight guidance systems. All
issues and categories of comments are
discussed below.

Applicability: Equipment

The proposed requiremenl in § 121.358
for low-altitude windshear equipment
applied to any turbine·powered airplane
operated under Part 121 except
turbopropeller-powered airplanes. The
FAA assumes that when commenters
referred to "turbine-powered airplanes",
they were using the term as it was
defined in proposed § 121.358. The FAA
did not propose windshear equipment
requirements for any airplanes operated
under Parts 91, 125, and 135 because
accident history does not justify their
inclusion.

• The Air Line Pilots Association
(ALPA) objected to the exclusion of
reciprocating engine powered and
turbopropelJer engine powered airplanes
from equipment requirements in Part
121.11 staled lhatthe table provided in
the NPRM showed that a sizeable
percentage of the windshear accidents
involved the types of airplanes that the
proposed rule excluded. The comment
also slated that the 1987 Annual Report
by the Regional Airlines Association
estimates that by 1997 61 million
passengers will be carried by members
of that Association. According to ALPA
these airlines "traditionally use
reciprocating engine and turbopropeller
powered aircraft."

• The National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) slated that the "exclusion
of reciprocating engine and
turbopropeller engine airplanes from
this (equipment) requirement may be
reasonable based upon the different
performance characteristics of those

I
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airplanes." However, NTSB did "not
concur with the rationale used to
exclude turbine-powered airplanes
opera led under Parts 91. 125. and 135
from this equipment requirement." NTSB
stated thaI it believed that "the absence
of accident data to support the need for
including these operations may be due
to the comparatively smaller population
of turbine-powered airplanes used in
those operations and, in some cases, an
inability to evaluate accident
circumstances because of the absence of
flight recorder information." The
Aerospace Industries Association (AlA)
also objected to the exclusion of turbine
powered airplanes operated under Part
135.

The FAA's Response: Allhough the ,
table provided in the NPRM sbows a
number of windshear accidents
involving reciprocating engine powered

. and turbopropeller engine powered
airplanes, the airplane types involved
are older airplanes that have been in
service for many years and that are
rapidly being retired from Part 121
operations. As pointed out in the NTSB
commen t, reciprocating engine powered
"airplanes and turbopropeller engine
powered airplanes currently in
opera tion have "different performance
characteristics." The FAA agrees with
the NTSB that the performance
characteristics of these airplanes
generally make them less vulnerable in
the event of inadvertent entrance into
windshear conditions.

Turbine-powered airplanes that are
operated under Parts 91, 125, and 135 are
excluded from the equipment
requirements for several reasons.
Presently no accident/incident data
exists to support requiring windshear
equipment for these operations. The
FAA recently)ssued a regulation (see 53
FR 26134. July 11, 1988) which requires
flight and voice recorders in certain
aircraft where they are not now required
when L~ose aircraft are operated under
ParIs 91. 121, 125, and 135. After this rule
becomes effective, the FAA will be able
to gather more complete data and take
appropriate action.

At the present time only reciprocating
engine powered and turbopropeller
engine powered airplanes are being
operated in commuter"uperations
(scheduled operations) under Part 135.
On-demand operations under Part 135
and opera tions under Parts 91 and 125
are conducted with turbine·powered
airplanes. but there are fewer flights and
these opera tions are unscheduled
opera tions and therefore do not have.Jhe
same degree of exposure "to hazardous
windshear conditions as do the
operations covered. by this final rule.

37689

Therefore, consist~nt with the NPRM,
the final rule excludes reciprocating
engine powered and turbopropeller
engine powered airplanes in § 121.358
and does not include any airplanes
operaled under Parts 91, 125, and 135.

In addition, the FAA has determined
that a clarification of "turbopropeller
powered airplanes" as used in proposed
§ 121.358 is needed in the final rule and
has accordingly added the words "with
variable pilch propellers with constant
speed conlrols.'· The addition of these
words clarifies the essential design
characteristic of turbopropeller-poweted
airplanes which makes them less
vulnerable to the hazards of inadvertent
entrance into windshear conditions. The
FAA considers this addition necessary
in the event that airplanes are
manufactured in the future which may
have some of the characteristics of
turbopropeller-powered airplanes but
not variable pitch propellers with
constant speed controls. Any such future
airplanes would not be excluded from
the equipment requirements.

Airborne Low-Altitude Wmdshear
Warning Devices

Sixteen comments specifically
mentioned the proposed requirements
for airborne warning devices. Ten
favored the requirement, three opposed
it, and three opposed certain aspects of
the requirement. Opposition to the
requirement was primarily directed at
the need to retrofit existing airplanes.
Concerns about the requirement for
airborne warning devices were the
following:

• One or more of the predictive
systems now being developed could be
instailed on airplanes and validated for
far less cost than present warning
systems.

• No research has been conducted to
show that a warning device system
would add a significant margin of safety
over training in windshear procedures.

• Airborne warning devices may be
counterproductive to training since they
may encourage a pilot to pursue a
.course that by observation alone he
would conclude is dangerous.

• Conditions other than windshear
may set off the warning, causing a pilot
to abort a take-off or landing, thereby .
creating a potential hazard where none
actually ~xists.

• Requiring installation of warning
devices may slow development of
predictive systems.

• Only predictive systems can "
provide a pilot with information early
enough to allow escape.

I
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The FAA 's Response: The FAA does
not agree with the overall position of
these comments that requiring an
airborne warning device is premature;
that tbe FAA should wait unlil
predictive systems are developed and in
the meantime rely solely on training ill
windshear recognition and escape
procedures. The FAA estimates that
airborne windshear predictive system.
will not be available for operational use
for at least another ten years. In the
meantime training alone is not enough.
Windshear accidents have continued to
occur even after windshear training haa
been incorporated into many certificate
holders' training programs. Since
windshear training alone cannot
guarantee that a pilot will recognize.
avoid. or escape windshear conditions.
the addition of an airborne warning
device will provide flightcrews with an
increased margin of safety in
inadvertent encounters with low
altitude windshear.

Two systems have already received
FAA certification as airborne 10w
altitude windshear warning and flight
guidance devices on various airplanes.
In addition, several other manufacturers
have made formal application for a
Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) for
other systems. Any of these systems
could provide the flightcrew witb
enough warning and guidance to
enhance the probabilily of successfully
accomplishing the windshear escape
procedure for the particular system.

One of the low-altilude windshear
warning systems that has been certified
and is being used has provided
operational data. This data indicated
that the warning system provides a
significsnl benefit to the fligbl crew of
the aircraft. This data also indicated
that nuisance and false alerts were
found to occur at an acceptably low rate
to maintain flight crew confidence in the
system. (For details see paper titled
"Flighl Experience with Windshear
Detection", by Terry Zweifel presenled
to the SAE Aerospace Control and
Guidance Systems CommHtee. March ~
11.1988).

Because of the seriousness of the
windshear problem. a regulatory
proposal to require implementation of
an available low-altitude windshear
warning system that could alleviate the
problem shnuld nol be delayed. The
public must be given the maximum
available protection from the
catastrophiC accidents which operating
experience has demonstrated can occur.

The requirement for airborne low·
altitude windshear warning systems
does not mean that the FAA will reduce
its commitment to other windshear
equipment development. M stated in

Ihe NPRM. the FAA will conlinue to
foster research programs to design
better flight guidance and conlrol aid.
which will improve a pilot's ability to

-avoid an accident in the event of a
windshear encounter. Future FAA
action will place emphasis on fostering
the development of predictive
technology for use in systems to detect
and avoid inadvertent entrance into
windshear. The FAA will continue
pursuing. a "systems concept" which
inciudes an improved low-altitude
windshear weather forecasting
technique, ground-based windsbear
detection equipment. airborne
windshear detection equipment, and
improved pilot training.

Flight Guidance

• .Except for the National
Transportation Safely Board and the Air
Line Pilots Assoda tion, virtually all of
the commenters either opposed or
expressed some reservations about the
proposed requirement that the approved
airborne low-altitude windshear .
warning system be equipped "with flight
guidance." The overall Ihrust of the
opposing comments. like the comments
opposed to installing warning devices.
was that the cost of retrofitting present
aircraft with a flight guidance system far
outweighed the polential benefits. ATA
on behalf of its member airlines asserted
that "the resources thai would be
required to install guidance systems
could better be used for avoidance
systems when they become available-.
an eventuality not too far in the future.
according to some:'

The FAA's response: The FAA doe.
not agree that increased safety would be
achieved in a more cost effective way
by eliminating the flight guidance
requirement and waiting for the
windshear detection systems presently
in development. As previously stated;
the FAA does not believe that fully
functional. lested. and reliable
windshear detection systems are as
close at hand as do several commenters.
Nor does the FAA believe lhat 8

windshear detection system, if
developed. would make a windshear
night guidance system unnecessary.
While the FAA agrees thai windshear
avoidance is the most desirable solution
10 the windshear problem. 100'J&
avoidance may never be achievable so
that an effective flight guidance system
may still be highly desirable even if a
detection system is developed. The
cost/benefit aspects of Ihe flight
guidance requirement are discussed
under the economic evaluation portion
of this preamble. Specific comments
regarding the flight guidance
requirement are discussed below.

• Several commenters stated that the
cost to retrofit existing aircraft with
flight guidance systems is
disproportionate to the sarety gain.
especially for aircraft that do not now
have g",around or takeoff flight
guidance functions in their flight director
systems. Some ol these commenters
pointed out that the Windshear Training
Aid states that the manual technique
(maximum power and establish a 15
degree body angle pitch on the attitude
director indicator) comes within 5-10%
of the potential performance using night
guidance. One commenter concluded J

that .. the difference between manual (no
guidance) recovery and optimal (but not
practical) guidance is something at or
less than SIlb'"

The FAA 's Response: The cost/benefit
aspects of the night guidance system
requirement are discussed fully under
the economic evaluation portion of this
preamble. As more fully explained there.
the FAA believes lhal f1ighl guidance
systems should be required for turbine
powered airplanes operating under Part
121. The remaining life span of many
airplanes already operating under Part
121 is sufficiently long to justify the
retrofitting expense of providing low
altitude windshear night guidance in the
event of an inadvertent windshear
encounter. The Windshear Training Aid
(WTA) statement does nol refute Ihis
conclusion. However. it should be noted
that the conclusions drawn in the WTA
with respect to comparing the
perfonnance efficiency of the manual
technique with flight guidance were
based on the assumption that. for the
manual technique, the transfer of
learning effectiveness from the
classroom to the airplane is 100 percent.
The conclusion was then drawn that,
based on the transfer of learning
asswnption, the manual technique
would be effective 90-95 percenl of the
time for those few windshears
encounterehhe behavior pattern
resulting from windshear training using
various media (e.g. classroom
instruction, training devices, cockpit
procedures trainers, simulators, etc.)
may be degraded over time. Thus, in an
actual severe low-altitude windshear
encounter. an individual pilot's reaction
using the manual technique most likely
would nol approach Ihe 90-95%
potential described in the wrA.

• There is no general industry
agreement on present flight guidance
algorithms (lhat is. on just what
directions lhe pilot should be given).

The FAA's Response: One hundred
percent agreement on existing
algorithms may not exist; however,
software has been developed that is
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adequate to obtain FAA approval. With
flight guidance provided by this
software. a pilot wouid have 8 better
change of taking action necessary for
the aircraft to survive an inadvertent
encounter with low-altitude windshear.

• Adaptation and modification of
older electro-mechanical flight director
systems may affect the integrity of the
existing systems, thereby derogating
safety.

The FAA's Response: Modification of
older flight director systems should not
affect the integrity of those systems. The
approved airborne low-altitude
windshear warning with flight guidance
system to be installed must have been
certificated in accordance with the
appropriate sections of Part 25 of the
FAR and must meet the respective
airworthiness and operationaL.Q.pproval
criteria addressed in AC 25-12 and AC
12()-41 or their approved equivalent.
This approval process would ensure that
the integrity of those systems would not
be compromised.

• FAA should not require flight
guidance systems until it has completed
its characterization of the windshear
phenomenon which is not scheduled to
be completed until 1991.

The FAA's Response: Enou~ has
been learned about the 'windshear
hazard to pennit the certification of
several windshear systems. The past
accident scenarios are well understood
and there has been an enormous amount
of data generated by the Joint Airport
Weather Studies (JAWS) program.
While the potential hazards will
continue to be studied and further
defined there is an adequate base of
knowledge to design Bnd certificate a
flight guidance system.

• "Optimal" flight guidance may not
be practical at this time since many of
the present systems require nose down
control inputs very close to the ground.

The FAA's Response: Optimal flight
guidance can only be developed when
there is complete knowledge of the
characteristics of the air mass in front of
the aircraft. Optimal flight guidance is a
time dependent variable state which
must consider a rapidly changing air
mass, as well as special situations (i.e .•
altitude, speed, configuration, etc.J. In
the certification process the FAA will
evaluate all guidance commands.
including nose down commands, for
appropriateness. H the optimal guidance
stralegy for a particular windshear
situation requires nose down control
inputs so close to the ground that it
would cause collision with tbe ground,
the·guidance stralegy would be
unacceptable and would not be
certificated. It should be noted that
"nose down" does not mean below the

horizon. It means to lower the nose from
its present angle.

• While the flight guidanca fuoction ..
provides a small increase in the
magnitude of the windshear in which an
aircraft can successfully operate, that
increase only occurs at very high
windshear values. Therefore. because of
the serious turbulence what would be
encountered. this small gain could easily
be offset by the pilors inability to
closely follow the commands being
given.

The FAA's Response: The FAA
recognizes that in the worst cases of
severe windshear escape may not be
possible and. depending upon the cause
of the windshear phenomena. flight
guidance commands may not be
readable because of severe turbulence.
However, it is possible to have severe
windshear without severe turbulence.
Furthermore, for those windshears from
which escape is possible, flight guidance
provides an additional margin of safety.
Between the moderate to severe levels
of windshear, flight guidance can
provide a gain in perfonnance.

Training

Virtually all of the comments received
fa~ored the proposed training
requirements. A number of comments
addressed specific training
requirements. particularly those
requirements concerning simulator flight
training. All specific comments are
summarized below.

• Flight Safety International staled
that helicopter operators should be
excluded from the training requirements
for recovery and escape procedures
because not enough data exists to
develop training in such procedures for
helicopters. .

The FAA 's Response: The FAA agrees
with the commenter. The FAA has
decided to exclude helicopters from the
escape training requirements because
there are insufficient data on hel1copter
response to windshear encounters.
Accordingly § § 135.293(a)(7)(iiJ and
135.345[b)(6)(ii) bave been changed to
include the words "except that
rotorcraft pilots are not required to be
trained in escaping from low-altitude
windshear."

• Some comments showed confusion.
about the intended meaning 01 the
proposed training requirements.
Continental Express was concerned that
the proposed rule excludes
turbopropeller-powered airplanes in
§ 121.358 from low-altitude windshear
equipment requirements without
excluding them from the ~imulator

windshear training requirements in
subsequent sections of the rule. Flight
Engineers' International Association

stated that the proposed flight training
requirements do not.apply to flight
engineers and that the FAA probably
intended that they should apply to all
cockpit crewmembers. Another
commenter was concerned that the
required windshear training program
might have to be a separate and
therefore costly training program.

The F.'!A's Response: As proposed.
the language of § 121.409[dJ requires
simulator windshear flight training only
if the airplane is required to be equipped
with low-altitude windshear equipment
under § 121.358. Therefore, flight training
would not be required for pilots flying
those turbopropeUer powered airplanes
excluded from the coverage of § 121.358.

In response to the comment from
Flight Engineers' International
Association. the proposed amendments
to Part 121 included requirements for
initial, transition. and recurrent ground
training in windshear recognition.
avoidance, and escape procedures for .
pilots and flight engineers, but proposed.
requirements for flight training in
windshear procedures and equipment
use were intended only for pilots who
are at the controls of the airplane.
Current § 121.425 which covers flight
training for flight engineers is not being
amended by this rulemaking. Windshear
ground training in § 121.419 is applicable
to all flight crewmembers while
windshear flight training in simulators
applies only to pilots operating airplanes
equipped with low-altitude windshear
equipment. If a certificate holder wishes
to provide flight training in windshear
procedures and equipment for flight
engineers. it may do so, but the FAA is
not requiring such training.

Finally. in response to the comment
concerning windshear training as a
separate program, as the FAA explained
in the preamble of the proposed rule, the
phrase "an approved low-altitude

~ windshear flight training program" was
used to refer to the proposed upgraded
flight training requirements. The phrase
was not intended to mean that there
should be a separate training program
for those who must provide low-altitude
windshear flight training. Instead, the
intention is that the approved low
altitude windshear flight training be
incorporated into the certificate holder's
approved training program.

• The Air Transport AssodatiOD
lATA) would like to see different
wording than that proposed in
§§ 121.409[d) and 1Z1.4Z4(d) which
staled that a pilot must have training
and practice in "at least'.' and "atlesst
all of' the windshear escape maneuvers
and procedures in the operator's
approved low-altitude windshear flight
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with windshear avionics for the type of
windshear equipment the operator will
have installed. Thus the operator may
have difficulty getting simulator time on
simulators with the appropriate
windshear avionics. Second,
Continental Airlines staled that the
"escape maneuver should be generic
and not dependent on the hardware
installed in the aircraft or simulators."

The FAA's Response: While the
responses of most trained pilots to
windshear are very similar, the
performance of the aircraft and the
technical characteristics of the
windshear equipment differ. Therefore,
a pilot needs to practice in a simulator
equipped with the same windshear
equipment which will be installed in
airplanes the pilot will fly, This is
especially important since pilot
responses to windshear must be
performed wilhin seconds. Pilot·
understanding of equipment differences
and aircraft performance differences
could be critical.

The availability of simulator time on
simulators with the appropriate
windshear avionics is a factor that a
certificate bolder will need to consider
and plan for before installing windshear
equipment. A certificate holder that is
leasing simulator time will need to
determine in advance if that simulator
will be updated for the appropriate
windshear avionic equipment. Also 8

simulator owner who wants to continue
leasing will need to plan for certificate
holders' new windshear flight training
requirements. Current rules for
simulator flight training require a
certificate bolder to use an approved
simulator for each airplane type. and
most simulators are capable of being
adjusted to allow training for different
windshear systems. Therefore, the FAA
anticipates that with proper planning
and coordination the industry will be
able to ~vide training on a simulator
for each aIrplane type with the
appropriate windshear avionics by the
compliance date.

• ATA's comment maintains that
mandatory windshear escape training
and current approach·to·stall maneuvers
required in Part 121 may be redundant.
Both types of maneuvers involve high
power. low speed conditions. and once
clear of the windshear. the cleanup
recovery from the windshear escape
maneuver is identical to the approach·
to-stall cleanup recovery.

The FAA's Response: The FAA does
not agree that these are redundant
requirements. While some similarity of
maneuvers may exist, the situations and
objectives are different. Windshear
occurs in a highly unstable environment

windshear conditions. It is practice in
the use of proper procedures and
techniques under the extreme conditions
of windshear that must he
accomplished. This can he done safely
only in a simulator.

To minimize the overall impact of the
training requirements on simulator time,
planning will be necessary, Part 121
certificate holders should plan for the
downtime necessary to modify
simulators and the increased training
time. and should anticipate usual
malfunction and maintenance
downtime, With proper planning the
training compliance date of two years
after the effective dale of the rule
January 2, 1989 should allow for
modification of simulators without
delays in complying with current

• ~ training.requirements. Certificate
holders should begin their planning as
soon as this rule is published. They may
have to begin their low-altitude
windshear training as early as one year
after the effective dale so that they will
not have to schedule special training for
second-in-command pilots whose last
previous recurrent training occurred less
than a year earlier.

As a practical matter. most certificate
holders use simulators now to meet the
six·month training and proficiency
check requirements for a pilot in
command. The additional fljght training
required in windshear procedures will
add approximately 15 minutes of
simulator time. Approximately 80
percent of the pilots and copilots who
will be subject to the windshear flight
training requinnents have at some time
received some windshear flight training
in simulators. Although certificale
holders will have to revise their
programs to meet the new requirements.
for most pilots and co-pilols actual
training time will not necessarily be
significantly increased. Since current
requirements for recurrent training
allow for a 3n-day grace period [14 CFR
121.401[hll, air carriers will have
flexibility in meeting the recurrent
windshear training requirements.
Therefore. with proper planning, the
simulator windshear flight training
requirements should not significantly
affect simulator use.

• Proposed § 121.409[d) staled that a
certificate holder must use "an approved
simulator for each airplane type· • "."
Two comrnenters stated that if this
means that each simulator must have
the same windshear related avionics as
the aircraft that operator is using, the
requirement is too restrictive. They state
there are two related problems. One.
since simulator time is often leased.
simulators that are now being leased by
some operators may not be adapted

training program. ATA commented that
if the FAA's intent was to require that
every pilot receive training in every
exercise a carrier develops. carriers
might be discouraged from developing
multiple exercises. -

The FAA's Response: One means of
approval of the windshear training
portion of a certificate holder's
approved training program is the
Windshear Training Aid developed by
the FAA and the industry team led by
Boeing, In July, 1987, this material was
widely distributed to all Part 121
operators and to part 135 operators
conducting scheduled operations and
within the FAA, The FAA intends that
the minimum number of windshear
escape maneuvers to be performed in an
approved airplane simulator for
approved windshear flight training
would include at least the maneuvers
and procedures associated with the four
basic exercises set forth in the
Windshear Training Aid. These
exercises have the pilot encounter a
windshear situation-(l) Before
achieving rolation speed on lakeoff; (2)
during a rotation on takeoff; (3) during
an initial ciimb shortly after lakeoff; and
(4) during a precision approach. Each
certificate holder should develop
sufficient variation in the exercises to
avoid stereotyping in the training.

In §§ 121.409(d) and 121.424[d)[2) the
phrase "at least" is retained, while "all
of' has been deleted from
§ 121.424(d)[2). These changes should
make lhe FAA intent clear, namely that
each pilot must receive training in the
minimum number of windshear escape
maneuvers and procedures that
constitute the certificate holder's
approved low-altitude windshear flight
training program. The "required"
training would not inciude all the
possible exercises that an operator
might develop for its approved low
altitude windshear training program.

• While logically most windshear
flight training should be conducted in a
simulator. some commenters wanted an
"escape option" in the event that
simulators were not available for
training. They did not think a pilol's
training should be delayed if windshear
training in a simulator is temporarily not
available. If the pilot could suhstitute
such training in an airplane, at least for
some of the training requirements, this
would be of help,

The FAA's Response: The FAA
believes that windshear flight training
cannot effectively be given in an
airplane because the total environment
of a windshear cannot be artificially
reproduced in an airplane and it would
be too dangerous, in addition to being
impractical, to search out actual

·1
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while stalls can occur at any time.
Approach-ta-stall maneuvers are a
proficiency requiremEmt while
windshear escape maneuvers and
procedures do not have a proficiency
objective or 8 performance standard. In
windshear flight training the ohjective is
to practice windshear escape
procedures in a real time dynamic
environment. not to train to a
proficiency standard.

• One commenter supported a six
month recurrent windsbear ground
training requirement but recommended
only an annual requirement in an
airplane simulator. The commenter
slated that "recovery/escape from a low
level windshear is basically 8

mechanical maneuver" and that "as long
as the pilot remembers and understands
the concept of recovery the prob6bility
of success is greatly increased."
Therefore. the commenter maintained
that "twice annually. monthly. or
weekly practice of recovery maneuvers
will not ensure one hundred percent"
successful recovery.

The FAA's Response: To clarify, a six
month recurrent simulator windshear
flight training requirement would apply
only to a pilot in command (§ 121.427(d)
and § 121.443[c][1][iiiJ and [d)]. A
second in command would be required
to have annual reCUlTent training
(§ 121.443(c][1)]. Demonstration of
proficiency in escaping windshear is ~ot

the objective of the windshear flight
training requirement. Adding windshear
simulator flight training to pilot
recurrency requirements will provide the
pilot with practice in the correct
procedures for an event which from a
statistical standpoint will be
infrequently encountered. but to which a
pilot is potentislly exposed at illl times.
The FAA believes that practice in
windshear escape procedures wi!!
prepare pilots to respond immediately
and appropriately in an inadvertent
windsbear encounter.

Effective and Camp/aince Dates
Several commenters who objected to

the flight guidance portion of the
windshear equipment requirement
stated thst the two-year compliance
dale was unacceptable for the following
reasons:

• It would require too much downtime.
for aircraft wi thin a fleet. ~

• It would be impossible for
manufacturers of windshear equipment
to supply the equipment within a two
year period.

• There are not enough trained
mechanics and other technicians to
accomplish the required work within
two years. and it would be impractical
to recruit and train persons for such a

peak·load project since they would
likely be laid off afterwards.

• To meet the flight training
requirements. simulators would have to
be updated. software would have to be
developed. and simulators would bave
considerable downtime. Considering
how much simulators are used in pilot
flight training and recurrent training and
testing. the downtime might seriously
interfere with pilot training. In addition.
at least one commenter questioned
whether the FAA or industry would be
responsible for development of the
windshear software.

• The FAA's Response: Because of
the immediacy of the windshear
problem. the FAA wants to ensure that
there is no WlDecessary delay in
providing the traveling public witb the
additions! margin of safety sought by
these new requirements. However the
FAA must allow sufficient time for the
resolution of any technical problems
with equipment. for production of the
needed equipmen~ and installation and
inspection on aircraft Probably the
major limiting factor, other than possible
technical problems, is the availability of
enough trained mechanics. The FAA
recognizes that even if it were practical
to train more mechanics to meet
increased demand, the necessary
training time would make 8 two-year
compliance date for all airplanes
impractical. Therefore. to allow time to
resolve any technical problems with
equipment. for equipment manufacture,
order piscement. delivery and
installation of the equipment. the FAA ill
pennitting a phased compliance
schedule for retrofit requirements under
certain conditions. The fmal rule
(§ 121.356J requires compliance by two
years after the effective date for all
airborne equipment requirements unless
an operator submits and obtains
approval for a retrofit schedule that
shows 8 phased compliance over 8 4
year period from the effective date. A
request for extension of the compliance
dste must be submitted no later than 18
months after the effective date. The
phased retrofit compliance schedule
applies only to airplanes whose date of
manufacture was before the effective
date of the rule. For the purpose of this
section "date of manufacture" means
the date the inspection acceptance
records reflect that the airplane is
complete and meet. the FAA Approved
Type Design Data. At least 50 percent of
sucb airplanes which are listed on the
certificate holder's maintenance
operations specifications on the date of
submission must be retrofitted within 2
years sfter the effective date. at least 25
percent more of those airplanes within 3
years. and all of the certificate holder's

affected airplanes within 4 years. Any
certificate holder that obtains a
compliance date extension must comply
with the retrofit schedule and submit
status reports every six months Wltil

~ completion of the schedule.
The ground and flight training

provisions of the final rule will take
effect two years after the effective date
of the rule. To make sure that all
operators are aware of the compliance
dates for the training requirements, the
final rule includes new § 121.404 and
revised § 135.10 that state the exact date
for compliance.

For certificate holders to meet the
two-year compliance date for all of their
pilots. most certificate holders will want
to have the new windshear training
program approved one year earlier (Le.•
not later than one year from the
effective date). In this way the
certificate bolder will be able to give
second in command pilots their required
windshear training as part of their
regularly scheduled annual recurrent .
training. Otherwise a certificate holder
will have to schedule special training for
second-in-command pilots whose last
previous recurrent training occurred less
than a year earHer.

In order for certificate holders to meet
this kind of orderly scheduling. it is

. important that they begin the approval
process a9 soon as possible 80 that they
will not be faced with last minute
training and scheduling problems.

While the final rule does not contain a
specific compliance date for the
necessary conversion of simulators. it
can be seen from the above discussion
that most simulators will need to be
converted within one year after the final
rule takes effect.

Although the fmal rule allows for
phased compliance for retrofits. the
FAA assumes that planning will begin at
the time of publication of the rule.

~ .Advisory Circulars
• Two commenters suggested that

advisory material being developed by
the FAA needs to be seen and
commented on before the FAA proceeds~
to fmal rule. One stated thai it was
difficult to discuss the proposal without
an opportunity to comment in parallel
on the AC defining criteria for approving:
airborne low-altitude windshear
equipment. The second comment stated
that the AC should be part of the publ;"
record and sbould receive public inpot.

The FAA's respanse: Before the NPRM
was issued the FAA developed and ~

issued AC oo-5OA. Low Level
'Windshear, AC 12()-U. Criteria for
Operational Approvs! of Airborne ~

Windshear Alerting and Flight Guidance

'j
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Systems, and the Windshear Training be added on the use of airborne weather Infannation for analysis of benefits was c

Aid previously discussed in this radar for thunderstorm and convective oblained from the safety records of the t

preamble. In November 1987, the FAA windshear avoidance. It considers this NTSB and Ihe FAA. The costs c
issued AC 25-12. Airworthiness Criteria valuable equipment for weather calculated for these amendments have b

for the Approval of Airborne Windshear - detection during arrival and departure of' been projecled over the 16-year period iJ

Warning Systems in Transport Category flighls. of 1969 to 2004. This analysis compares Ii
Airplanes. Thus, all of the advisory • One commenter stated that ground these costs to benefits accruing over the "
material necessary for manufacturers training in windshear detection and 15-year span of 1990 10 2004. The T
and certificate holders 10 comply with escape maneuvers for Parts 125 and. 135 purpose of this is to account for the fact f,

the requirements of this final rule has pilots was not sufficient and that these that in 1989, the firsl year after the rule a
already been published and by Ihe time pilots should. also receive simulator is published, no airplanes equipped wilh f,

the rule lakes effecl will have been ~aining.. , the required avionics will be in service.
01available for a sufficienllength of time • TWA objected to the requirement to In 1989. however, impacted entities will

for all interested persons to be familiar. have 14 channels of recording incur program and planning start-up §
with their contents. capabilities on flight simulators. It costs. til

Beyond the Scope ofNPRM slated thaI tile FAA currently requires 8 Ih Ihe Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 01
channels for certification of flighl (NPRMJ,lhe FAA invited public

n<

Several comments submitted were simulators and that no benefit would be comments concerning the technical and
d,

beyond lbe scope of this proposed derived from having the additional operational considerations and
th

rulemaking. The FAA has considered capabilities. The FAA has nol addressed re
economic impact assumptions as these §!these comments as informational and is 'this comment since there is nothing in apply to flighl guidance systems

not responding to them. A summary of this rulemaking that states the number equipment modification and
m

such comments follows: of channels required in simulators.
• One comment recommended that replacement. the frequency and duration §I

Ihe proposed rule be wilhdrawn and "in Economic Summary of ParI 121 certificale holder's be
windshear simulator flight training, andits place a requirement adopted that all The following is a summary of the the extent to which Part 135 operators

pu
transport aircraft eventually be final cost impact and benefit assessment co
equipped with an EFIS instrumentation of a regulation to amend Part 121 of the provide instruction to their pilots in ha

I system." "EFIS" stands for Electronic Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR] to procedures to recognize and escape th,

I
Flight Information System. This is a require that certain turbine-powered inadvertent encounters with low- rei
flight instrumentalion system and flighl airplanes be equipped with an approved altitude windshear. Comments on the of
guidance system that simplifies the airborne system that warns a pilot of the proposal were submitted by individuals, rec
integration of information a pilot presence of hazardous low-altitude foreign and domestic air carriers, air ina
receives from his flight instruments. windshear conditions and if such carrier and airline pilot associations. wil

• One comment recommended that aU windshear conditions are inadvertently avionics manufacturers. and the I
Part 121 aircraft should operate at encountered, provides flight guidance National Transportation Safety Board. iml
reduced weights by limiting the fuel. for 8 missed approach procedure or an The majority of comments commended aiI'j

I number of passengers, and baggage and escape maneuver. In addition, the rule the FAA for taking action to reduce the 199
cargo anytime that thunderstorms are requires that all Part 121 operators hazards of windshear encounters. A rna
predicted for an arrival or departure conduct approved low-altitude number of commenters. however, be,
area. According to the comment this windshear flight training in a simulator opposed certain proposed requirements eqt
would provide the Part 121 aircraft with which has inslalled in it windshear and disagreed with economic impact pro
maneuverability closer to that of Lear equipment needed to conform to the estimates presented in the proposal. The anc

, jets which have had relatively few airplane type being simulated. The rule FAA has evaluated the public comments oft

~ windshear accidents. further requires that Part 121 and 135 and made the final determination 198

I • Three comments were received certificate holders' training programs be regarding their impact. The comments pre.

l which the FAA determined were required to include training concerning have caused the FAA to revise its perl
primarily information about predictive rught crewmember recognition of, and analysis and increase compliance costs. 102

1 or flight guidance systems that are being escape from, inadvertently encountered A substantial change in the final role T
I! developed or are currently on the hazardous low-altitude windshear is the proviGWn of a time-phased retrofit reql

II market. One recommended that the final conditions as part of their normal schedule for airborne windshear win
, rule include a requirement for a ground training. equipment requfrements. The final rule in tI

predictive system with a compliance The NTSB has delennined that low- requires compliance by 2 years after the cosl
date two years after approval of such a altitude windshear has been the prime effective date of the final rule for all simI
system. cause or a contributing factor in airborne equipment requirements unless cerl

• One cornmenter recommended that numerous air carrier accidents in the an operator submits a schedule to show doll
the FAA require a flight procedure lasl 20 years. The objective of these phased compliance over a 4-year period Tl
method for transiting windshears based rules, therefore. is to prevent or reduce from the effective date of the rde. Under sinn
primarily on airspeed/groundspeed accidents attributed to inadvertent §121.358[b) at leasI 50 percenl of a undo
comparison. encounters with low-altitude windshear. certificate holder's airplanes that were capt

• NTSB commended the FAA and Ihe The methods and assumptions used to manufactured before the effective date in a
industry, led by the Boeing Company, prepare the economic impact estimates of the rule must be retrofitted within 2 twin<
for developmenl of the Windshear for the various changes to Part 121 have years, at least 25 percent more within 3 requ
Training Aid and stated Ihal it hopes the been developed by lbe FAA. The years, and the remainder of airplanes TI
Training Aid will be the foundation for estimates of economic impacts for the affected within 4 years. The final rule appr
FAA approval of training curricula final rule revisions have been also established thaI the ground and certi
implemented by air carriers in constructed from unit cost and other flight training provisions of the rule will wine
complying with the rule. It recommends data obtained from air carriers. industry take effect two years after the effective· §§ 1.
that an additionallraining requirement trade associations, and manufacturers. date of the rule. The time permitted for arnet
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compliance with the ground and flight
training requirements will allow
certificate holders sufficient time to
train flight crews and convert simulators
in advance of the compliance date for
the required airborne windshear
warning and flight guidance equipment.
The FAA believes that the time allowed
for training and equipment installation
and modification will reduce costs and
facilitate compliance.

The FAA finds that with the exception
of new § 121.358 and the amendments to
§§ 121.407,121.409,121.424, and 121.427,
the amendments affecting Part 121
operators will have 8 negligible cost or
no cost impact. The FAA has also
determined the cost of compliance with
the upgraded testing and training
requirements of the amendments to
§ § 135.293, 135.345, and 135.35144J be
minimal.

New § 121.358 and the amendments
§§ 121.407. 121.424, and 121.427 have
been analyzed independently. For the
purpose of this evaluation, however. the
costs associated with these revisions
have been aggregated. The reason is
that these amendments are inextricably
related and share the common objective
of improving the skills of pilots in
recognizing and escaping from
inadvertently encountered low·altitude
windshear conditions.

New § 121.358 will have an economic
impact on the approximate 3.800 .
airplanes expected to be in service in
1990 and 3,200 airplanes expected to be
manufactured between 1991 and 2004
because they would be required to be
equipped with an FAA-approved system
providing airborne windshear warning
and flight guidance. The estimated cost
of this amendment is $372.2 million in
1987 dollars and $218.5 million at a
present worth discount rate of 10
percent over the ll>-year period of 1989
to 2004.

The amendment to § 121.407 would
require that air carriers install approved
windshear aerodynamic data programs
in their flight simulators. The estimated
cost of modifying the 150 flight
simulators currently in use by Part 121
certificate holders is $6.2 million in 1987
dollars.

The cost per hour of additional
simulator utilization has been estimated
under § 121.409 and added to the time
captains and first officers would spend
in a flight simulator to comply with the
windshear simulator flight training
requirements of §§ 121.424 and 121.427.

The FAA has determined that
approximately 60 percent of the affected
certificate holders already provide the
windshear flight training required by
§§ 121.424 and 121.427. Therefore, the
amendments to these sections would

impact approximately 20 percent of the
active and future captains and first
officers of the 149 Part 121 certificate
holders affected by the rule. The
estimated cost of compliance with the
initial, transition. and upgrade
windshear flight simulator training
requirements of § 121.424 would be $13.4
million in 1967 dollars and $7.1 million
when discounted at 10 percent over the
15-year span between 1989 and 2004.
The estimated cost of requiring the
affected captains and first officers to
undergo windshear simulator flight
training pursuant to the recurrent
training requirements specified in
§ 121.427 would be $33.6 million in 1987
dollars and $15.2 million at a present
worth discount rate of 10 percent over
the same time period.

This analysis indicates that the total
cost of compliance with the equipment
acquisition. installation. maintenance
and flight training requirements
contained in this rule is estimated to
have a present value of $246.5 million
over the 16 year-period of 1989 to 2004.

To estimate the benefits for the
NPRM, the FAA examined the safety
record of Part 121 air carriers for the 15
year period between 1971 and 1985. At·
the time. this review indicated that 15
accidents attributed to windshear
phenomena occurred during this period.
A more recent review, however, reveals
that two more accidents attributed to
windshear have been added to the
safety record by the NTSB for the same
1S-year period in question. Accordingly,
the losses associated with the 17
accidents are the basis for the benefits
of this rule. Moreover. the analysis has
been advanced to reflect the more
recent 15-year period of 1972 to 1988.

To arrive at a loss rate indicative of
the cost of these accidents, the total
financial loss of these accidents was
divided into the total number of turbine
powered airplane air carrier operations
for the same 15-year period of 1972 to
1966. This calculation established a loss
rate of $4.34 per turbine-powered air
carrier operation over the 15-year period
of 1972 to 1986. Similarly, to estimate the
future accident prevention value of this
rule, the established loss rate was
multiplied by the number of operations
forecast for the 15 years from 1990 to
2004. This calculation reveals that the
estimated potential discounted benefit
associated with the prevention of
casualty loss in accidents attributed to
windshear to be $451.8 million.

The FAA has been unable to
quantitatively estimate the accident
prevention effectiveness of these
amendments. The total discounted cost
of compliance of these amendments can
be fully recovered if the rule is only 55

percent effective in reducing future
casualty loss. The FAA believes that
enactment of these amendments will
significantly reduce the number of future
windshear incidents and accidents and
that benefits will exceed costs.

This regulatory evaluation focused on
the rulemaking it supported. There are
other programs which are also designed
to reduce the risk of windshear
accidents. These other programs are
justified partially by benefits included in
this analysis. and additional benefits
over and above those necessary to
justify the rulemaking. FAA does not
believe this rulemaking would eliminate
or reduce the need for other programs
such as terminal Doppler weather .radar
and Low-Level Wind Shear Alert
Systems.

Regulatory Flexibility Determination

The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1960
requires a review of rules to assess their
impact on small business. The required
Part 121 amendments will have a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.
However, the FAA finds that there are
no viable alternatives for small air
carriers to adopt that would reduce the
cost of compliance yet achieve the level
of protection sought by this rulemaking.
The amendments to part 135 have been
determined to impose only minimal
costs. Therefore. Part 135 certificate
holders would not incur a significant
economic impact as a result of these
amendments.

International Trade Impact Statement

These amendments will have little or
no impact on trade opportunities of
United States firms doing business
overseas or for foreign fums doing
business in the United States. These
amendments apply only to Part 121 and
Part 135 certificate holders and assign

.I:esponsibility for the provision of the
required equipment and windshear
training programs specified in the rule \0
the operating certificate holder. Because
most Part 121 and Part 135 certificate
holders compete domestically for
passenger and cargo revenues with
other U.S. operators, this rule will not
cause a competitive fare disadvantage
for U.S. carriers.

Federalism Implications

The regulations herein would not have
substantial direct effects on the states,
on the relationship between the
National government and the states. or
on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various lev~ls
of government. Thus. in accordanc~ WIth
Executive Order 12612, it is determmed

I

I
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(dJ An airplane simulator approved

under this section must be used instead
of the airplane to sa tisfy the pilot flight
training requirements prescribed in the
certificate holder's approved low
altitude windshear flight training
program set forth in § 121.409(dJ of this
part.

5. By amending § 121.409 by adding a
new paragrapb (d) to read as follows:

§ 121.409 TraIning courses using airplane
simulators and other training devices.

§ 121.404 Wlndshear tralnln9= CompUsnee
date..

After January 2, 1991. no certificate
holder may use. person as a flight
crewmember unless that person has
completed-

(a) Windshear ground training In
accordance with § 121.419 of this pari.

(b) Windshear flight training, if
applicable. in accordance with
H 121.409, 121.424. and 121.427 of this
part -

4. By amending § 121.407 by adding a
new paragraph (d) to read as follows:

§ 121.407 Training program: Approval of
airplane sImulators and other training
devices.

[d) Each certificate holder required to
comply with § 121.358 of this part must
use an approved simulator for each
airplane type in each of its pilot training
courses that provides training in at least
the procedures and maneuvers set forth
in the certificate holder's approved low·
altitude windshear flight training
program. The approved low-altitude
windshear flight training. if spplicable,
must be included in each of the pilot
flight training courses prescribed in
§§ 121.409[bJ, 121.416, 121.424, and
121.427 of this part.

6. By amending § 121.419 by revisillf
paragraph (a](2](vi) to read as follows:

§ 121.419""lIots and flight englneer1l:
Initial, transition., and upgrade ground
training.

(a) •••
(2) •••
(viJ Procedures for-
(AJ Recognizing and avoiding severe

weather situations;
(8) Escaping from severa weather

situations. in case of inadvertent
encounters, including low-altitude
windshear, and

(C) Operating in or near
thunderstorms (including best
penetrating altitudes). turbulent air
(including clear air turbulence), icing.
hail, and other potentially hazardous
meteorological conditions;

§ 121.358 Low-alUtuda wlndshear system
equipment requIrements.

(al Except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, after January 2, 1991,
no person may operate 8 turbine- .
powered airplane unless it is equipped
with an approved system providing
airborne windshear warning with flight
guidance. For the purpose of this
section. "turbine-powered airplane"
includes, e.g.. turbofan-, turbojet-,
propfan-. and ultra-high bypass fan
powered airplanes. The definition
specifically excludes turbopropeller
powered airplanes with variable pitch
propellers with constant speed controls.

(b) A certificate bolder may obtain an
extension of the compliance date in
paragraph (aJ of this section for

• ..airplanes;nanufactured before January
,2.1989 if it obtains FAA approval of a
retrofit schedule. For the purposes of
this section. an airplane is considered
manufactured on the date the inspection
acceptance records reflect that the
airplane is complete and meets the FAA
Approved Type Desigu Data. To obtain
approval of a retrofit schedule end show
continued compliance with that
schedule, a certificate bolder must do
the following:

(1) Submit a request for approval of a
retrofit schedule by June 1.1990 to the
Flight Standards Division Manager in
the region of the certificate bolding
district office. Final approval will be
granted by the Director of Flight
Standards (AFS-l).

(2) Show. for those airplanes subject
to this section that are listed in the
certificate holder's maintenance
operations specifications on the date
that the request for extension is
submitted. that at least 50% of those
airpJanes manufactured before January
2, 1989 will be equipped by January 2,
1991, at least 25% more of those
airplanes by January 2, 1992, and all of
the certificate holder's airplanes
required to be equipped in accordance
with this section by January 4. 1993.

(3) Comply with its retrofit schedule
and submit status reports containing
infonnation acceptable to the
Administrator. The initial reporl must be
submitted by January 2, 1991, and
subsequent reports must be submitted
every six months thereafter until
completion of the schedule. The reporls
must be submitted to the FAA Flight
Standards District Office charged with
the overall inspection of the certificate
bolder's operations.

3. By "uiling a new § 121.404 to read
as follows:

L1at these regulations do not have
federalism implications requiring the
preparation of a Federalism
Assessment. .

Paperwork Reduction Act Approval

The recordkeeping and reporting
requirements contained in this final rule
(§ 121.358J have been submitted to the
Office of Management and Budget for
review since these provisions were not
included in the notice of proposed
rulemaking. Comments on these
requirements should be submitted to the
Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs (OMBJ, New Executive Offica
Building, Room 3001, Washington, DC
20503, Attention: FAA Desk Officer
(Telephone 202-395-7340). A copy
should be submitted to the FAA dockeL

Conclusion

The FAA has determined that this
amendment is not major Wlder
Executive Order 12291 bul that it is
significant under the Department of
Transportation Regulatory Policies and
Procedures (44 FR 11034, February 26,
1979J. For the reasons discussed above,
it also has been determined that the
amendments to Part 121 will have a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities. but
that the amendments to Part 135 will not
have 8 significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.

List of Subjects

14 cm Part 121

Air carriers. Air transportation,
Aviation safety, Common carriers.
Safety, Transportation, Windsbear,

14 cm Part 135

All' carriers. Air taxi. Air
transportation. Aviation safety, Safety,
Windshear.

Tha Rule

Accordingly, the Federal Aviation
Administration amends Parts 121 and
135 of the Federal Aviation Regulationa
(14 CFR Parts 121 and 135J as follows:

PART 121-CERTIFICATION AND
OPERATIONS: DOMESTIC, FLAG, AND
SUPPLEMENTAL AIR CARRIERS AND
COMMERCIAL OPERATORS OF
LARGE AIRCRAFT

1. The authority citation for Pari 121
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.c. 1354(a), 1355, 1356,
1357.1401.1421-1430.1472. 1485. and 1502.; 49
U.S.C. 106(8) (Revised. Pub. 1.. 97-449,lanuary
12.1983).

2. By adding a new §121.358 to read as
follows:
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(d) •••
(1) For pilots. flight training in an '

approved simulator in maneuvers and

7. By amending § 121.424 by revising
paragraphs (a), (b), and (d) to read as
follows:

§ 121.424 Pilots: Initial, transition, and
upgrade flight training.

(a) Initial, transition, and upgrade
training for pilots must include flight
training and practice in the maneuvers
Bnd procedures set forth in the
certificate holder's approved low
altitude windshear flight training
program and in Appendix E to this part,
as applicable.

(b) The maneuvers and procedures
required by paragraph (a) of this section
must be performed innight except-

(1) That windshear maneuvers and
procedures must be perfonned in a
simulator in which the maneuve~and
procedures are specifically authorIzed to
be accomplished: and

(2) To the extent that certain other
maneuvers and procedures may be
performed in an airplane simulator, an
appropriate training device, or a static
airplane as permitted in Appendix E to
this part. .

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
15:By amending § 135.351 by revising

paragraph (b)(21 to read as follows:

PART 135-AIR TAXI OPERATORS
AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS

11. The authority citation for Part 135
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C, 1354[.). 1355{.), 1421
through 1431, and 1502: 49 U.S.C, l06[g)
(Revised Pub. L. 97-449, January 12. 1983).

12. By revising § 135.10 to read as
follows:

§ 135.10 Compliance dates for certain
rules.

After January 2, 1991, no certificate
holder may use a person as a flight
crewmember unless that person has
completed the windshear ground
training required by § § 135.345[b)(6) and
135.351(b)(21 of this part.

13. By amending § 135.293 by revising
paragraph (a)(7) to read as follows:

§ 135.293 Initial and recurrent pilot testing
requirements.

(a)· • •
(7) Procedures for-
(i) Recognizing and avoiding severe

weather situations;
(ii) Escaping from severe weather

situations. in case of inadvertent
encounters, including low-altitude
windshear (except that rotorcrsft pilots
are not required to be tested on escaping
from low-altitude windshear); and

(iii) Operating in or near
thunderstorms (including best
penetrating altitudes), turbulent air
(including clear air turbulence), icing,
hail, and other potentially hazardous
meteorological conditions; and

14, By amending § 135.345 by revising
paragraph (b)[61 to read as follows:

§ 135.345 Pilots: Initial, transition, and
upgrade ground training.

(b)' • •
., (6) Procedures for-

(i) Recognizing and avoiding severe
weather situations;

(ii) Escaping from severe weather
situations. in case of inadvertent
encounters, including low-altitude
windshear (except that rotorcraft pilots
are not required to be trained in
escaping from low-altitude windshear);
and

(iii) Operating in or near
thunderstorms (including best
penetrating altitudes), turbulent air
(including clear air turbulence), icing,
hail, and other potentially hazardous
meteorological conditions;

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(c)· ••

(2) For pilots, a proficiency check as
provided in § 121.441 of this part may be
substituted for the recurrent night
training required by this paragraph and
the approved simulator course of .
training under § 121.409(b) of this part
may be substituted for alternate periods
of recurrent flight training required in
that airplane, except as provided in
paragraphs (d) and (el of this section.

9. By amending § 121.433 by revising
paragraph (c)(2) and adding a new
paragraph (e) to read as follows:

§ 121.433 Training required.

(e) Notwithstanding paragraphs (c)(2)
and (d) of this section, a proficiency
check as p'rovided in § 121.441 of this
part may not be substituted for training
in those maneuvers and procedures set
forth in a certificate holder's approved
low-altitude windshear night training
program when that program is included
in a recurrent flight training course as
required by § 121.409(d) of this part.

10. By amending Part 121, Appendix E
by revising the first paragraph to read as
follows:

Appendix E-Flight Training
Requirements

The maneuvers and procedures
required by § 121.424 of this part for
pilot initial, transition. and upgrade
flight training are set forth in the"
certificate holder's approved low
altitude windshear flight training
program and in this appendix and must
be performed inflight except that
windshear maneuvers and procedures
must be perfonned in an airplane
simulator in which the maneuvers and
procedures are specifically a~thorized to
be accomplished and except to the
extent that certain other maneuvers and
procedures may be perfonned in an
airplane simulator with a visual system
(visual simulator), an airplane simulator
without a visual system (nonvisual
simulator), a training device, or a static
airplane as indicated by the appropriate
symbol in the respective column
opposite the maneuver or procedure.

procedures set forth in the certificate
, holder's approved low-altitude

windshear flight training program and
flight training in maneuvers and
procedures set forth in Appendix F to
this part, or in a flight training program
approved by the Administrator, except
as follows-

••••
(d) If the certificate holder's approved

training program includes 8 course of
training utilizing an airplane simulator
under § 121.409 (c) and [d) of this part,
each pilot must successfully complete-

(1) With respect to § 121.409(c) of this
part-

(i) Training and practice in the
simulator in at least all of the
maneuvers and procedures set forth in
Appendix E to this part for initial night
training that are capable of being
performed in an airplane simulator
without a visual system; and

(ii) A night check in the simulator or
the airplane to the level of proficiency of
a pilot in command or second in
command, as applicable, in at least the
maneuvers and procedures set forth in
Appendix F to this part that are capable
of being performed in an airplane
simulator without a visual system.

(2) With respect to § 121.409(d) of this
part, training and practice in at least the
maneuvers and procedures set forth in
the certificate holder's approved low
altitude windshear flight training
program that are capable of being
performed in an airplane simulator in
which the maneuvers and procedures
are specifically authorized.

8. By amending § 121.427 by revising
the introductory text of paragraph (d)(l)
to read as follows:

§ 121.427 Recurrent traIning.
• • • •

..
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§ 135.351 Recurrent tnJnIng.

"

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
(b)' ••
(2) Instruction as necessary in tile

subjects required for initial ground
training by this subpart, as appropriate.
including low-altitude windshear
training as prescribed in § 135.345 of this
part and emergency training.

Issued in Washington. DC, on September22, ,_

T. Allan McArtor.
Administrator.
[FR Doc. 8&-22088 Filed9-~ 4,58 pm)
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